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Abstract

Faster networks and cheaper storage have brought us
to a point where I/O caching servers have an important
role in the design of scalable, high-performance file sys-
tems. These intermediary I/O servers — or buffer servers
— can be deployed at strategic points in the network, inter-
posed between clients and data sources such as standard file
servers, Internet data servers, and tertiary storage. Their
purpose is to provide a fast and incrementally scalable I/O
service throughout the network while reducing and smooth-
ing demands on shared data servers and the network back-
bone.

This position paper outlines a case for caching buffer
servers and addresses some of the key technical challenges
in the design of a buffer service. We also describe the role
of buffer servers in the Trapeze project, which uses gigabit
networks as a vehicle for high-speed network I/O.

1 Introduction

Storage access is a driving application for high-speed
LAN interconnects. Faster I/O bus standards and the im-
minent arrival of Gigabit Ethernet as a commodity greatly
expand the capacity of inexpensive PCs to handle large
amounts of data for scalable computing, network services,
multimedia, and visualization. A fundamental challenge is
to construct network storage systems that combine easy-to-
administer sharing of logical and physical resources, incre-
mentally scalable capacity, and performance that matches
the speed of the network.

The Trapeze project is an effort to use storage ac-
cess through a gigabit-per-second interconnect (Myrinet) to
“cheat” the disk I/O bottleneck for I/O-intensive applica-
tions (see Section 2). Our ultimate goal is to run external
memory applications on PCs and workstations with perfor-
mance approaching internal memory speeds, by using the
network as the primary access path to external storage —
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Figure 1. Physical view of the buffer ser-
vice. I/O nodes near clients cache data from
file servers, tertiary storage, and Internet
servers.

network memory and network disks. In this environment,
it is convenient to introduce a new level of storage between
the cluster nodes and external data servers. The level of in-
direction through these dedicated I/O nodes (buffer servers)
brings external data to the boundary of the cluster intercon-
nect, where it can be accessed at Myrinet speeds using a
lightweight RPC protocol.

We believe that buffer servers have an important role
to play in workstation and PC networks where faster stor-
age access is needed. With gigabit-per-second LANs, each
node’s highest I/O bandwidth is from the network rather
than local disk; moreover, the network can deliver data from
a server’s memory with an order of magnitude lower latency
than it can be fetched from local disk. However, to benefit
from the faster network, we will need to scale up the file
service, perhaps by repartitioning the name space across a
larger number of servers, or by restructuring it as a network
RAID (e.g., [15, 23, 12, 3, 5]). Buffer servers represent
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Figure 2. Logical view of the buffer service.
I/O nodes cache and absorb I/O accesses on
data servers that are “lower and slower” in
the hierarchy.

a complementary and evolutionary alternative: deepening
the storage hierarchy with a new level of cache that can
store data close to where it is needed, absorb writes close
to where they are issued, and match the network speed by
aggregating disks and memory in servers shared by multi-
ple clients (e.g., on a common network switch) in a cost-
effective way. While the rise of gigabit networks creates
an opportunity for higher-bandwidth storage access, the
rapidly declining cost of storage makes a buffer service eco-
nomically feasible.

The buffer service concept views storage nodes as ele-
ments of a distributed caching infrastructure. Data can be
placed on any storage node, so it can be stored close to
where it is generated or where it is most likely to be used,
rather than placed by a fixed striping or replication policy.
Producers and consumers of data select which buffer servers
to use as intermediaries according to location and load con-
ditions on the servers and network; small groups of buffer
servers can be used together to source or sink data at giga-
bit network speeds while offloading back-end data servers
and localizing I/O traffic. A well-designed buffer service
would be incrementally scalable and easily reconfigurable
to reduce hot spots in the network. Ideally, it would be com-
patible with existing file servers and clients, while allowing
bandwidth-critical applications to direct the placement and
movement of data across storage nodes and disks.

The buffer service is related to many other systems.
AFS and others have used disks as a file cache in a simi-
lar way, but our proposal places these resources out in the
network where they are shared by multiple clients, as in
iAFS [19, 18]. An early design for xFS [26] used client-
based caching to reduce network load for a wide-area file
system. In LANs, several studies of file workloads in aca-
demic environments have found that modest client caches
absorb most read traffic, so hierarchical caching yields
only a small read benefit [4, 21, 18], although the iAFS

work found significant reductions in burstiness of writes
at the backing servers [19]. Our proposal uses caching as
a storage service structuring alternative for environments
that demand higher-volume storage access enabled by new-
generation networks. It is perhaps most similar to the CMU
Cheops storage manager for NASD [10], in which central
managers manage the file name space and block placement
for a collection of I/O servers (NASD devices). Section 5
gives a more complete comparison to related work.

Bringing this concept into practice presents a number
of interesting challenges. Our proposal is similar to Web
caching by proxy except that the system also handles up-
dates, which introduce consistency and reliability issues
common to any distributed file system (e.g., buffer servers
may fail independently of the clients and file servers).
Moreover, to handle consistent sharing, buffer servers must
be integrated into a unified distributed service with a com-
mon cache directory. Finally, a failure of one buffer server
should not render data on other servers unreachable.

Section 2 describes the Trapeze project and the role of
buffer servers as I/O nodes in our cluster environment. Sec-
tion 3 outlines the potential benefits of a more compre-
hensive buffer service in more detail. Section 4 gives an
overview of our design for a buffer service, and discusses
several key design issues. Section 5 describes related work.
We conclude in Section 6.

2 Buffer Servers in Trapeze

The Trapeze project is an effort to harness the power of
high-speed networks for I/O-intensive computing, by using
a gigabit network interface to move data in and out of com-
puting nodes at the maximum rate that the CPU, I/O bus,
and memory system hardware are capable of sustaining for
a given application. Since the link speed of our Myrinet
interconnect matches the peak bandwidth of 32-bit 33MHz
PCI-based I/O systems, we use the network as the sole ac-
cess path to external storage, replacing disks on computa-
tion nodes. We anticipate that network performance will
continue to drive I/O bus speeds.

Our work deals with issues at the network, storage, oper-
ating system, and distributed system levels, combining I/O
prefetching techniques [25], network memory management,
low-overhead storage access interfaces in the operating sys-
tem kernel, careful handling of data movement in the net-
work interface [28, 27], and tighter integration of the net-
work interface with the kernel I/O subsystem [2]. At the
core of our approach is a network memory system (based
on the Global Memory Service [9]), which defines a basic
protocol and mechanisms for moving, caching, and locating
pages and blocks in the network. DRAM within the cluster
is used as both a new level in the storage hierarchy and as a
high-speed buffer for incoming and outgoing data.



On our current prototype, a user process can read data
from a single network memory server through the file sys-
tem interface at speeds approaching 100 MB/s, on 500
MHz DEC Alpha Miata (PWS500a) systems with cus-
tom Myrinet firmware optimized for network storage traf-
fic [27, 2]. Client CPU utilizations at full bandwidth are
in the 30-40% range, with server CPU utilization around
5%. An unpredicted 8KB page fault from network memory
takes about 170 s. This level of performance creates a new
potential for I/O-intensive computing on desktop-class sys-
tems. The Miatas and newer Pentium and Xeon PC systems
have sufficient memory system bandwidth to serve the CPU
and the I/O system at the same time.

Reliance on network memory has allowed us to begin ex-
perimenting with a network I/O system that can source and
sink data at Myrinet network speeds, for external problem
sizes up to a few gigabytes. Our interest now is to sup-
plement the I/O servers with parallel disks to fill and drain
the network memory, with storage system features to allow
clients to direct the movement and placement of data on
the disks. The extended servers are analogous to I/O nodes
in parallel multicomputers, in that their primary purpose is
to meet the short-term I/O needs of ongoing computations.
In particular, they provide scratch storage for intermediate
data outputs and paging: most of this data dies without ever
reaching permanent file storage.

3 The Case for a Buffer Service

While a buffer service could take several forms, our pre-
ferred scheme manages the memory and disks as a cache
over a common file system name space incorporating pri-
mary file servers and tertiary storage. The cache is served
by a collection of storage nodes (buffer servers) distributed
through the network, interacting through a distributed pro-
tocol to locate cached data and keep it consistent.

The buffer service is motivated by familiar assumptions
about I/O accesses. First, read traffic from each client is
amenable to caching, and most references to a given data
file originate from a particular region of the network over
some period of time. Most shared read accesses are to read-
only files that can be replicated easily in the network, such
as executables, input datasets, or media files. Second, a sig-
nificant share of write traffic is short-lived. Most updates
are to non-shared files, including temporary files, private
long-term storage, and paging traffic. Similar assumptions
have justified a full range of file caching schemes, and have
been validated by trace studies in conventional LAN envi-
ronments [4, 21].

We add three new assumptions, based on recent technol-
ogy trends.

In addition to allowing sharing of physical storage re-
sources, the network is the fastest access path to I/O.

Even with disk bandwidths growing at 40% per year,
leading edge networks historically deliver an order of
magnitude higher bandwidth than a single disk. Where
performance is important, it is more attractive to re-
move disk storage from the clients and plug it into the
network as a shared resource, so that clients may use
multiple disks in tandem to source and sink data at net-
work speeds. The higher speed network adds very lit-
tle latency to data fetched indirectly through a buffer
server.

Storage accesses from clients tend to be bursty, and
clients and storage nodes can burst at close to net-
work bandwidth. This means that a demanding client
can consume a large share of network bandwidth, but
can be served by a relatively small number of storage
nodes. This creates both a need and an opportunity to
localize I/O traffic in the network.

The cost of additional storage is now low enough to
allow increased use of caching and replication. Today,
an 85 GB software-managed IDE RAID array can be
purchased for under $2000, and can serve data at 60
MB/s from a $1200 PC equipped with a high-speed
network interface. A buffer service could be built at
modest cost from a collection of similar machines dis-
persed through the network.

Given these assumptions, buffer servers offer the follow-
ing benefits:

Network memory. Buffer servers can hold prefetched
data, recent writes, or “hot” data in memory; a client
can fetch pages or blocks across the network from
buffer server memory 50 to 100 times faster than an av-
erage disk seek. Network memory can act as a fast “L2
cache” for file blocks and virtual memory pages. Hit
ratios in network memory can be improved by specu-
latively prefetching data from buffer server disk [25].

Read caching, prefetching, and hoarding. In addi-
tion to the caching benefits, anticipated data needs can
be met by prefetching from remote servers to nearby
buffer servers, perhaps during idle periods [14]. Once
data is stored nearby, clients can access it at full speed
(e.g., video data or input data sets for a computation).
Storage in the buffer service can also be used as an
expansion pool for other caching needs, such as local
Web caches.

Write buffering. Buffer servers can absorb write bursts
at network speeds, buffering them into reliable mem-
ory (e.g., [7]) and eventually to disk. This can reduce
write traffic to file servers for repeated writes (e.g., dur-
ing an edit–build–test development cycle) and files that



die in the cache (e.g., temporary data files for interme-
diate stages in computations). Given sufficient storage,
only long-lived writes will filter through to the per-
manent end-servers, and these can be scheduled when
bandwidth is available.

Hierarchical network storage. Buffer servers may act
as a high-speed staging area over tertiary storage. Ter-
tiary datasets or other items can be brought into the
buffer server in preparation for use or further process-
ing. Here “tertiary storage” can include Internet infor-
mation servers, which now provide a wide variety of
useful but uncomfortably large datasets such as access
traces, satellite images, census data, economic data,
etc. These items can be bound into the local name
space, e.g., using WebFS [24] running as an NFS proxy
similar to Alex [6].

Active storage hierarchies. Since they emphasize high-
speed data access to a relatively small set of clients,
buffer servers are a natural point for extended inter-
faces that advanced applications use to control their
I/O. Examples include the user-directed layout of data
across disks and movement of data between remote
disk and remote memory, as well as other extensions
including support for basic filtering and merging steps
executed close to where the data resides [20, 1]. If
Active Disks are available, they can be incorporated
as another, lower level in the CPU hierarchy. Buffer
servers also provide a context for bringing parallel file
system concepts into workstation networks.

In summary, buffer servers present an opportunity to in-
tegrate high-speed storage into workstation/PC networks in
a cost-effective way. From an administrative standpoint,
buffer servers are easy to manage since they are autonomous
and can be organized in the most convenient way without re-
configuring the file system name space, which is typically a
prerequisite to incrementally expanding file service capac-
ity to an organization.

4 Design Issues

A complete buffer service presents several interesting
design challenges. Ideally, it would be possible to inject
buffer servers incrementally into an existing client/server
file system environment without reimplementing existing
clients and servers (e.g., NFS). As more buffer servers are
added, other nodes should detect them and incorporate their
resources into the service. Finally, we need to handle writes,
which introduces consistency and reliability issues. For ex-
ample, the design should be able to guarantee “horizontal
consistency” for clients accessing the same file through dif-
ferent buffer servers.

We are implementing the buffer service as a distributed
service built into a general-purpose operating system kernel
(FreeBSD 4.0). The buffer server I/O nodes could be net-
work storage appliances (e.g., NASD), but we use generic
PCs because they are cheap, fast, and programmable. While
the I/O bus is the limiting component in our buffer server
configurations, it merely constrains the number of disks that
can be used effectively on each server (and its network inter-
face), rather than fundamentally limiting performance: I/O
bus latencies are insignificant where disk accesses are in-
volved, and bus latencies are significantly reduced by adap-
tive message pipelining [27]. Moreover, connecting disks to
a standard PC chassis offers a processor close to the disks
at low cost; our experience is that a 300MHz Pentium-II
can serve data at close to network speed (100 MB/s) with
sufficient CPU and memory bandwidth remaining to drive
global I/O prefetching [25] or other server-side extensions.
While the CMU NASD group has noted that this approach
can add up to 80% to the cost of disk capacity [10], the ex-
tra money paid for the CPU, memory, and shared network
interface is roughly equivalent to the price differential be-
tween IDE and SCSI storage today.

Our buffer service prototype is implemented as a pair
of loadable kernel modules using the stackable VFS file
system interface [17]. Both modules are stacked above
NQNFS [16], an extended NFS file system implementation
using leases [11]. The server side module handles requests
from clients, manages buffer server disk and memory, and
issues read-through and writeback requests to the backing
servers. The client-side module caches block location maps
and redirects read and write requests to the buffer service
using a lightweight RPC protocol. Client systems that can-
not use the client-side module could access files through a
buffer server acting as an NFS proxy (this approach is also
used in xFS and Frangipani). This adds an extra network
hop to some requests, and also requires use of the heavier-
weight NFS and IP protocols.

Here are a few of the key issues and our current ap-
proaches to resolving them.

Symbolic naming. Our buffer service passes all name
space operations through to the backing servers, de-
coupling name space management (and access control)
from block management. This is similar to a num-
ber of systems that use central file managers, including
Swift [5], Zebra [12], and Cheops/NASD [10]. Since
only the block I/O operations are offloaded, the file
manager could become a bottleneck, e.g., for work-
loads with many small files. In contrast, xFS [3] dis-
tributes file manager responsibilities. However, the
central file manager leads to a simple and compati-
ble implementation, and client-side name and attribute
caches are effective for working sets up to a few thou-
sand files.



Security. On file lookups (open), the client module
hashes the file server’s returned NFS file handle to a
token that uniquely identifies the file within the buffer
service. This token is used for subsequent opera-
tions on the file; the file handle itself is held by the
buffer service for fetches and writebacks to the back-
ing server. Security is no worse or better than NFS; au-
thentication at open time prevents unauthorized clients
from obtaining file handles. Client I/O requests pass
abbreviated credentials to buffer servers, which in turn
present them to file servers for fetches and writebacks.
Thus client kernels are trusted to correctly represent
the identity of their users to the buffer service.

Location. Buffer servers and clients must be able
to locate blocks cached anywhere in the buffer ser-
vice. The blocks of a given file may be cached on
different servers; the directory protocol must allow
the buffer service to function as a unified level of the
caching hierarchy. This can be done using file block
maps obtained and cached by clients (or NFS prox-
ies) at open time, in a manner similar to Zebra, xFS,
or Cheops/NASD. The system can support concurrent
write sharing by synchronizing on the block map.

Reliability and failure semantics. In principle, buffer
servers should fail no more often than file servers. In
our design, buffer servers do not guarantee to write
synchronously to disk, so permanent losses may occur
unless a reliable memory is used [7]. Any losses must
be reported cleanly to clients (rather than exposing cor-
rupt data), and clients must be able to flush writes from
the buffer server or bypass it entirely for critical files.
In principle it is possible to improve reliability by di-
recting the buffer service to replicate on a per-file ba-
sis, but we have not considered such extensions.

5 Related Work

Buffer servers combine the benefits of several previous
approaches. Caching has long been the basis for scalability
in distributed file systems, and AFS [13] and others have ex-
panded the cache to include local disks. Today, faster LANs
create an opportunity to move cache disks and memory one
or two hops away from endstations, simplifying sharing of
storage resources and aggregating them for better perfor-
mance (e.g., by disk striping) in a cost-effective way.

The iAFS project [19, 18] reported simulation results
from caching nodes interposed between AFS clients and
servers. One difference between iAFS and buffer servers is
that an iAFS client speaks with a single intermediate iAFS
server acting on behalf of a given end-server. In contrast,
any number of buffer server I/O nodes may store data for a

single end-server, offering clients sustained aggregate disk
bandwidth for large I/O requests.

The idea of a unified shared cache as an intermediate
level of the storage hierarchy is common to cooperative
caching [8] and global memory management [9], which ex-
ploit the low latency of network memory access on high-
speed networks by allowing clients to share their I/O cache
buffers for the benefit of the global workload. While our
proposal is compatible with cooperative caching — among
the endstations, buffer servers, or both — it also brings to
bear dedicated storage resources that can be redeployed and
moved through the network as needed. In this respect buffer
servers are similar to memory servers, but extended to in-
corporate parallel disks for high-bandwidth access to larger
data sets. The buffer service would also use distributed load
information to select storage nodes in a manner similar to
these systems.

Many file systems including Swift [5], Zebra [12],
Swarm [22], and others [15, 23, 3] stripe data across net-
work disks; our proposal uses similar techniques in the con-
text of caches, which naturally localize traffic within the
network.

The basic buffer server storage model is similar to
Cheops/NASD [10] and Frangipani/Petal [15, 23]. Large
storage systems are built incrementally by adding storage
nodes to a network. The nodes function as block servers,
carrying the bulk of I/O traffic while leaving higher-level
naming and access control functions to file mangers and/or
clients. Because buffer servers are based on commod-
ity PCs, they offer significant memory for caching and
prefetching, incorporate a current-generation processor, and
ride the leading edge of the cost/performance curve.

6 Conclusion

This position paper presents the case for caching I/O
servers that incorporate memory and parallel disk caching
through a unified buffer service. Technology advances —
faster networks (e.g., Gigabit Ethernet) and cheaper storage
— both increase the need for scalable high-speed file access
and reduce the cost of caching servers as a way to provide
it.
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